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United States was only one of the five members of the Neutral
Commission,1 and it was hardly fair to assume that the preference
which that Commission displayed at first for keeping the settlement
of the dispute in American hands was due to any reluctance on the
part of President Hoover's Government to see active intervention by
the League of Nations in the region covered by the Monroe Doctrine.
Indeed, when the Leticia dispute assumed serious proportions early
in 1933, Mr. Stimson at once established close co-operation with the
League of Nations, and this policy was carried on after the change of
Administration at Washington in March 1933. In May, the Neutral
Commission which had been dealing with the Chaco dispute deliber-
ately stood back in order to leave the field clear for the League, and
the proposals to despatch League Commissions to the Chaco and to
Leticia were carried into effect before the end of the year without
any trace of opposition from Washington.
On the other hand, Latin-American countries continued to take
such opportunities as presented themselves of attacking the Monroe
Doctrine. Thus when the Government of the Argentine Republic, in
November 1932, addressed a note to the Neutral Commission which
was acting in the Chaco dispute, pointing out the desirability of
entrusting the settlement of the dispute to the League Council, they
took occasion to affirm that the 'regional or continental doctrines'
which might present an obstacle to League action had 'neither the
adhesion of Argentina nor a sanction created by the unanimous will
of the countries of the Continent'.2 In the same way, when the
Argentinian Congress, in September 1933, passed the legislation
necessary to enable Argentina to resume full activity as a Member of
the League of Nations,3 it instructed the Executive, in communicating
1	The United States representative acted as chairman of the Commission,
so that his influence on the Commission's policy was perhaps greater than that
of his colleagues.
2	See section (iv) of this part of the present volume, p. 411 below.
3	Argentina had acceded to the Covenant of the League of Nations by an
act of the Executive Power, but it was not until 1933 that the accession was
formally approved by Congress. An Argentinian delegation attended the first
session of the Assembly of the League in 1920, but it withdrew on the rejection
of certain proposals which it had sponsored, and Argentina was not represented
at subsequent sessions of the Assembly, though she took part in the work of
the League of Nations in connexion with disarmament and other matters, and
until 1928 she made periodical contributions towards the cost of the League.
An Argentinian delegation attended the fourteenth session of the Assembly in
1933, and on the 3rd October Argentina was elected to a seat on. the Council
for the year 1933-4. The attitude of Argentina towards the League from the
year 1920 onwards and her ultimate return to Greneva in 1933 were probably
influenced to some extent by the position of Brazil. Argentinian public opinion
had resented the election of Brazil as a member of the Council in 1920, and her

